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TV: 'Link' features DeWitt man
●

Go now

●

Go later
Christmas events

●

TODAY'S MUST-SEE: "Weakest Link," 3 p.m., Channel 47.
This is "big winner week" for the show, and a DeWitt man is part of it. The
catch: We don't know if he's the one who wins the money.
The show has held back its episodes in which the contestants pile up the
biggest winnings. They air this week; only one of the six contestants, however,
gets the cash.

●

Travel: See Tahquamenon in all its chilly

●

splendor
Travel: Chicago is the place to be for

●

holiday adventure
All aboard Chicago's 'Great Train'
display, starting November 22

Today's episode includes Tom Cantrell, 33, of DeWitt, best known as the
founder of the Tom Bowl. Each year, he invites the nation's top two college
football teams to a game; each year, neither team shows up. The polite places
(Nebraska, for instance) send a nice letter.
OTHER CHOICES:
●

●

Dress up tasty, cheap ramen noodles

●

Sacred symbols
Thanksgiving Day checklist

●

"Galaxy Quest," 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., Channel 53 (ABC).

This delightful comedy imagines there was once a "Galaxy Quest" series, a lot
like "Star Trek." Decades later, the actors are reduced to doing conventions
and store openings. Then some outer-space aliens - confused about this whole
reality-vs.-fiction thing - draft them for a real adventure. The result is
sometimes hilarious; Tim Allen stars, and Enrico Colantoni is great as an
optimistic alien.
● "Friends," 8 p.m., Channel 10 (NBC); rated TV14. Here's a solution to having
a weak show on Thursdays: For one night, NBC expands its strong ones to 40
minutes each, scuttling "Good Morning, Miami." This episode stuffs in three
guest stars - Freddie Prince Jr. as Rachel's baby's nanny, Paul Rudd as
Phoebe's current love and Hank Azaria as her past one, suddenly returned
from Russia.

"Survivor: Thailand," 8 p.m., Channel 6 (CBS). With the tribes merged,
people consider new alliances and oust an eighth person.
●

"Will & Grace," 8:40 p.m., Channel 10, TV14. Gene Wilder plays the senior
partner of Will's firm. He wants Will's friend fired - and wants Will to do it.
Meanwhile, Karen is suddenly homeless.
●
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"CSI: Crime Scene Investigation," 9 p.m., Channel 6, PG. Catherine awaits
the DNA results of a guy she helped convict long ago; now she doubts his guilt.
●

"Scrubs," 9:20 p.m., Channel 10, TV14. Dr. Cox (John C. McGinley) tries to
battle drug companies. That isn't easy when a beautiful drug representative
(Heather Locklear) arrives.
●

"ER," 10 p.m., Channel 10, TV14. Corday clashes with the new resident,
played by Don Cheadle, and worries about an unconscious 14-year-old. Abby
is torn by a complaint against Luka; she also worries about her brother, played
by Tom Everett Scott of "That Thing You Do."
●

Mike Hughes' column appears Mondays through Fridays.
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